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1. Introduction

Installations of network cameras are recently being 
advanced for the purpose of crime prevention and ac-
cident control measures in facilities, shops, streets and 
public transport systems, and have already proven their 
effectiveness. While the main usage of the video data 
from cameras has traditionally been to check and ana-
lyze the saved data, mechanisms making use of video 
analytics technologies to provide information for video 
processing by analyzing video data in real time are re-
cently being implemented. NEC is contributing to the 
safety domain by providing video analytics technologies 
mainly focused on face recognition. More recently, NEC 
is advancing increasingly into a wider range of fields, as 
seen in contributions to customer engagement improve-
ments of hospitality treatment in shops and hotels. This 
trend has made it desirable to develop various video an-
alytics technologies.

The problem posed here is the method of providing 
video analytics technologies. If face recognition and 
other video analytics technologies were provided as 
independent solutions for a customer who wants to 

introduce several video analytics technologies, such a 
method would be extremely inefficient. Even if the same 
cameras are shared by different systems, it would still 
be required to introduce several systems or perform in-
dividual development for combining multiple solutions. 
Below we introduce the NEC Enhanced Video Analytics 
(NEC EVA) integrated software, which functions as the 
mechanism for solving these problems by freely com-
bining various video analytics technologies on a single 
platform to meet the needs and issues of the customers.

2. Values provided by NEC Enhanced Video Analytics (NEC EVA). 

NEC EVA is the software platform for building solu-
tions that can deal efficiently with the video analytics 
needs of our various customers. As shown in Fig. 1, it 
is composed of common functions for camera input/vid-
eo processing, a variety of analytics units and common 
management user interface, so that it is capable of pro-
viding each customer with the suitable solution by flexi-
bly combining different kinds of the necessary functions. 
For example, with the integrated surveillance solution, 
NEC EVA provides several surveillance functions. These 
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include a suspicious person detection based on face rec-
ognition, detection of a crowd with a high accident risk 
based on congestion detection and abandonment/sus-
picious behavior detection based on behavior detection 
at the same time. With the solution for retailers, a single 
system can provide for example, a payment settlement 
based on face recognition, optimum personnel distri-
bution based on queue detection at cash register using 
people count detection, and the customer attribute an-
alytics based on age/gender estimation. Naturally, data 
handling must be secured due to privacy issues. This 
platform enables flexible design on this point and the 
database can be placed on site or in a cloud according to 
the policy of each customer.

Fig. 2 shows the values NEC EVA offers to users. It 
provides important values in each of the three phases 
of examination/verification, installation/operation and 
utilization of the solution. In the solution examination 

in phase 1, flexible combination and desired customi-
zation of diversified video analytics technologies of NEC 
EVA are possible in order to implement the optimum 
solution capable of solving users’ issues. Even in a stage 
at which the optimum solution needed by the user is 
unclear, it is possible to verify the optimum solution by 
testing the analytics functions. When the solution build-
ing starts after deciding the required solution, the rich 
range of function components of NEC EVA can be used 
for quick building/installation. If a new business issue 
arises during operation, a quick solution can be support-
ed by introducing an additional analytics function. Fur-
thermore, total optimization of the users’ businesses by 
using the analytics data collected from various locations 
is easy, thanks to linkage with the cloud.

As seen above, the use of NEC EVA enables optimum 
solution building, quick installation and effective data 
usage after installation.

3. Examples of Solutions

Here are three examples of solutions that can be im-
plemented with NEC EVA.
(1) Integrated surveillance solution (Fig. 3)

For example, in a large-scale facility such as a sta-
dium or airport, a large number of security cameras 
are installed for the safety of operations. As the 
large quantity of video data from them are checked 
by human labor, there have been issues such as 
the necessity of having many security guards and 
the overlooking of scenes. In such a case, this 
solution detects only the events to be dealt with by 

Fig. 1 NEC Enhanced Video Analytics (NEC EVA).

Fig. 2 Values provided by NEC EVA.
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using advanced video analytics techniques such as 
suspicious persons detection based on face recog-
nition and suspicious behavior and abandonment 
detection  and then alerts the security guards of in-
cidents. This improves the guard operation efficien-
cies, reduces oversights and improves the safety of 
both inside and outside the facility efficiently.

(2) Shop customer treatment procedure (Fig. 4)
In a retail shop such as a restaurant or convenience 
store, video analytics including face recognition and 
age/gender estimation can be used with each user’s 
agreement for use in the order and accounting pro-
cessing. It is also possible to recommend the prod-
ucts that may suit each user based on the ordering 
history and the liking data analytics. The congestion 
data analytics can also be used to support optimum 
staff placement by identifying the degrees of conges-

tion in the shop and among the cash registers. This 
procedure will provide support for customers by com-
fortable purchasing experiences. In addition, it will 
also promote application of the self-service system 
and at the same time reduce the operational costs.

(3) Advanced digital signage solution (Fig. 5)
Digital signage is sometimes used in advertising of 
merchandise. Even when an advertising content is 
displayed, it sometimes provides less efficiency as an 
advert if the content does not mean anything to audi-
ences (showing ads of women’s clothes to men). The 
procedure shown in Fig. 5 estimates the ages/gen-
ders of the persons viewing the camera placed on top 
of the display, checks their headcount and switches 
the ad content automatically in real time to influence 
their purchases so that the ad can manifest its orig-
inal intent sufficiently. This age/gender estimation 
and people count check utilizes the “age/gender esti-
mation” and “crowd detection” functions of NEC EVA. 
At the entrance of the shop, the persons entering or 
exiting are counted by using other cameras and the 
“people count” function so that the total number of 
persons visiting the shop on a day may also be clari-
fied. Even when several video analytics functions are 
to be used as in the present case, NEC EVA is capable 
of dealing with it flexibly.

4. System Configuration

This section describes the system configuration of NEC 
EVA. For the mode of provision of NEC EVA, it is roughly 
divided into the following four layers (Fig. 6).

Fig. 3 Solution example 1: Integrated surveillance.

Fig. 5 Solution example 3: Advanced digital signage.

Fig. 4 Solution example 2: Shop customer treatment.
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1. Common analytics platform
2. Video analytics engines
3. Analytics units
4. Common management user interface
Each of the “analytics units” of NEC EVA becomes the 

unit of video analytics software. The example shown in 
Fig. 6 has several analytics units including the face rec-
ognition analytics unit, age/gender estimation analytics 

Fig. 7 Illustration of a sample dashboard.

Fig. 8 Illustration of system configuration.
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unit, people count analytics unit and crowd detection 
analytics unit. The management such as start/stop of 
these units is in charge of the “common analytics plat-
form”. The analytics units are composed by combining 
the “video analytics engines”. For example, the crowd 
detection analytics unit, which is the software for de-
tecting the degree of congestion of a specified area, is 
composed of the video data input components that ac-
cept video data, the crowd detection engine that detects 
the degree of congestion from the input video data and 
outputs the detection result as an alert, and the alert 
management component that saves the output results 
in a database. In addition to the above, the “common 
management screens” include the dashboard that out-
puts statistics and other information based on the out-
put from the alert management component (Fig. 7) and 
the control panel that manages the analytics units.

It is one of the most impressive features of NEC EVA 
that the system can be configured by flexibly combining 
the analytics units according to the purpose and envi-
ronment of each user. For example, for the surveillance 
purpose, there is a case in which suspicious person de-
tection and abnormal behavior surveillance in a facility 
are required. In this case, using NEC EVA makes it pos-
sible to implement and provide several analytics units 
on a single server, such as suspicious person detection 
based on face recognition and abnormal behavior detec-
tion based on behavior analytics. The start stop controls 
of these analytics units can be subjected to integrated 
management from the common management user In-
terface, so that the labor of operations can be reduced 
(Fig. 8: Pattern 1).

Fig. 6 NEC EVA provision mode.
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On the other hand, there may also be cases in which 
different analytics are required in several small shops, 
for example those in convenience store businesses. 
Even in such a case, using NEC EVA makes it possible to 
place the required analytics unit in each of the multiple 
servers distributed among several shops. It is possible 
to thus introduce the suspicious person detection pro-
cedure based on face recognition in one shop and the 
people count detection method in another. As in the pre-
vious example, integrated management of the multiple 
analytics engines from a single location is available to 
reduce the labor of the operations (Fig. 8: Pattern 2).

5. Conclusion

NEC EVA performs video analytics and accelerates 
digital transformation by automating and improving the 
surveillance and marketing analytics operations that 
have previously been done by human labor. With the ca-
pability of the speedy building of a solution by combin-
ing various video analytics technologies on a single plat-
form, it thereby expands the usage scenes and values of 
video analytics technologies in public transport systems, 
streets, stadiums, shops, hotels and so on.

In addition to the face detection, behavior detection 
and attribute estimation that are available currently, 
NEC EVA will continue to enhance the functionalities by 
introducing new video analytics technologies, such as 
multimodal authentication, by using various authentica-
tion technologies and other new video analytics technol-
ogies. The aim is to provide new customer values using 
solutions that make use of the EVA platform.
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